
 
 

Initial Consultation Report from Tara A. Fantauzzi, Professional Genealogist 

 

Date:    7 September 2016 

Addressed to:  Loretta Strachan  
Subjects:  Direct ancestors of Alberta Ethel Bazile  
 
Itemized List of Primary and Secondary Documentation Submitted by Client  
(all documents have been reviewed by genealogist): 
 

 1944 Copy of original death certificate for Alcide Lee Bazile (b. 1885) 
 1947 Copy of original death certificate for Evelyn Harris (b. 1873) 
 1960 Copy of original death certificate for Alcide Bazile (b. 1895) 

 

Starting Points:  
 
Client has a desire to verify and prove the direct ancestors of Alberta Ethel Bazile. In 
preparation for this report a previous report issued to client in January 2016 was 
reviewed. See pedigree chart to visualize where the last phase of research ended. Client 
obtained three copies of death certificates; one for Evelyn Harris and two certificates 
that may have been related to Alice Bazile. Upon review of those documents it appears 
only two of the three records relate to the direct ancestors of client specifically the death 
certificate for Evelyn Harris from 1947 and the death certificate for Alcide Bazile from 
1960.  
 
The death informant listed on the certificate for Evelyn Harris was Mrs. Ethel Bazile and 
from previous research Ethel was daughter to Evelyn.  Ethel indicated on the death 
certificate her mother was born in St. Francisville, Louisiana to Zachariah and Nancy 
Payton, both born in Louisiana. The identities of the parents to Evelyn Payton Harris 
were not established prior to the discovery of her death certificate. 
 
The death informant listed on the certificate for Alcide Bazile who died in 1960 was Ethel 
Bazile and she was the same death informant listed on the certificate for Evelyn Harris. 
Ethel Harris Bazile was the wife of Alcide Bazile and she indicated on the census he was 
born to Marcel and Mary L. Bazile in Metairie, Louisiana on 15 February 1894. The 
identities of the parents to Alcide Bazile were not known before this death certificate 
was obtained. In addition, prior to finding this record his date of birth was previously 
thought to have occurred almost ten years earlier than what was reported on his death 
record.  
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Summary of Research Recommendations: 
 
Up to one hour of research time is recommended to complete a digital collections 
survey on the direct ancestors of Alberta Ethel Bazile. A survey of digitized original and 
secondary evidence will be searched and obtained to use as proof to verify and prove 
the known direct ancestors with an emphasis to establish and prove the identities of 
previously unknown direct ancestors. Copies of original documentation may include 
census, vital, military, migration and church records and secondary documentation may 
include copies of record transcriptions, record index entries and published genealogies. 
A half an hour of research time will focus on Alcide Bazile and his parents. The other 
half hour will focus on Evelyn Payton Harris, and if time allows, the father of Ethel Lee 
Harris, whose identity has not yet been established.  
 
For the best results genealogist recommends up to .75-hours research time should be 
executed per area of focus, but client may start with as little as .5-hours research time 
per area of focus.  
 
Itemized List of Research Recommendations: 
 
1. Digital Collections Survey, At least up to 1-hour research time 

 To complete a digital collections survey on the direct ancestors of 
Alberta Ethel Bazile 

o Half an hour research time will focus on Alcide Bazile and his 
parents.  

o The other half hour will focus on Evelyn Payton Harris and if time 
allows the father of Ethel Lee Harris, whose identity has not yet 
been established.  

 For the best results up to .75-hours research time should be executed per 
area of focus, but client may start with as little as .5-hours research time 
per area of focus.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


